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FEEL THE THRILL UNLOCK THE POTENTIAL

INTEGRATED GAMING NETWORKING

The new gaming PC KATANA R06 is your 
breakthrough-in-performance. This PC is designed with 

award-wining components to run the most popular games while 
allowing you to stream smoothly. Its processor powered by 
Ryzen 5 5600X (with 6 cores running at 3.7GHz) delivers an 

incredible definition to all gamers who want a powerful 
experience. Equipped with a B550 Motherboard for enhanced 

system performance.

The KATANA R06 features a 650W 80 Plus Power Supply, 
delivering power efficiency, lowering consumption, 

noise, temperatures and your power bill.

WiFi 5 delivers fast data transmission, stream your 
favorite content and enjoy a LAG free experience in all 

your favorite games.

THE PERFECT ADDITION
Superior airflow and cooling is provided by 4 

pre-installed ARGB fans to enhance airflow and ensure 
optimal thermal dissipation proving the best cooling 

for your Gaming PC.

ALL-IN-ONE SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY
Personalize your setup with ARGB lights controlled by Utility 

Light software installed in your system or by using the included 
remote control. Utility Light provides you complete control of 
your PC’s RGB lighting in a single software, including your RGB 
motherboard, graphics card and PC case lighting. The KATANA 

R06 comes with Windows 11 Home 64 Bit installed and RGB 
control software, no bloatware.

DESIGNED FOR IMMERSIVE GAMEPLAY
Enjoy optimized frame rate gains with the powerful GeForce 
RTX 3050 8GB graphics card integrated with ultra-fast 16GB 

DDR4 3200 high-performance memory, and 500GB NVMe SSD, 
the KATANA R06 brings the power of real-time ray tracing and 

AI, optimal memory bandwidth, and power efficiency for all 
popular games.



KTANA RO6
SPEC I F I CAT IONS

CPU 
Motherboard

Memory
GPU

EAN13

Ryzen 5 5600X
B550
16GB DDR4 3200 MHZ
Nvidia RTX 3050
7500619009690

650W 80 PLUS GOLD 
500GB NVME GEN.3
Windows 11
WiFi 5
Keyboard and mouse

Power Supply
Hard Drive

OS
WiFi

Includes
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